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Session Descriptions

*****************************************************************************

Session I  9:35-10:35
Option A:
Omar Torres
Conflict Resolution and Problem Solving (Pryz 351)
RULES OF ENGAGEMENT - Successful strategies for managing conflict: Conflict is a part of everyday life. In this workshop, we will explore conflict, our attitudes towards it, and ways to manage it. We will discuss strategies for resolving both interpersonal and group conflicts.

Option B:
Elizabeth Cox
What is Servant Leadership? How Can I Enhance My Service to Others? (Pryz 323)
Is it possible to be both a servant and a leader at the same time? Yes, it is! This interactive presentation will introduce you to the concept of servant leadership, explore characteristics of servant leaders, and discuss examples of modern servant leadership.
Session II 10:40-11:40

Option A: Helene Robertson & Pallavi Kakade

**Understanding Others to Better Serve Others (Pryz 351)**

*Session participants will explore how their individual cultural identities shape how they relate to and interact with others and the rest of the world. In this session, participants will be exposed to some of the fundamental building blocks of cultural awareness and its importance in all aspects of their lives.*

Option B: Chamika Ellis & Kenrick Roberts

**Goal Setting and Developing an Effective and Manageable Vision Statement (Pryz 321)**

*This interactive presentation will focus on how to effectively develop goals that are S.M.A.R.T. In addition, the presentation will explore facets of creating a vision statement that is reflective of individual and organizational purpose and missions.*
Session III 11:45-12:30
Option A:
Jeff Ossinger
**Increasing our Capacity, Strengthening our Credibility (Pryz 323)**

*Personal formation for the Servant-Leader The human person has four major dimensions—the physical, emotional, spiritual and intellectual—and each of these dimensions has corresponding needs to be met and capacities to be developed. Recognizing these dimensions, meeting these needs, and developing these capacities in ourselves comprise our own personal formation as servant-leaders. With personal formation we not only increase our overall capacity to serve the needs of others across these dimensions but we also strengthen our credibility as leaders capable of service.*

Option B:
Ryan-Allen McKinney
**What is My Style and How Can I Become a More Effective Leader?**

**Exploring Leadership Styles (Pryz 321)**

*Six Thinking Hats is a critical and creative thinking process based on the work of Edward de Bono that helps individuals and organizations become more effective, innovative thinkers. The process focuses on innovative thinking and improved communication by having everyone explore all sides of an issue at the same time. Participants will explore all aspects of each situation and generate alternatives that go far beyond obvious solutions.*